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The Department of Civil Engineering in association with Naanal Club organised the event
INZENIR’S DAY on 15th September 2018. The event starts followed by the inauguration
ceremony given by Head of the Department Dr. G. GaneshPrabhu followed by tree plantation
by civil department faculty members.
Totally eight technical and fun events such as Treasure Hunt, Fun Zone, Too Short, IPL Auction,
Quiz, Meme Contest, C Draw and Debate were conducted. The activities carried in each events
are discussed as follows with relevant photographs.
1. Seed Ball
The program starts with environmental friendly activity “SEED BALL” which includes
plantation of trees by civil department faculty members. “Naanal Club” is an ECO club which
especially promotes the improvement in environmental quality. Further, seed balls are placed
at various places as a part of tree plantation. This event also motivate the students to keep
their surroundings green and clean by undertaking plantation of trees.

2. Fun Games:
To encourage the students to promote the active participation in fun activities according to
their interests and abilities.

3. Treasure Hunt:
Treasure hunt is one of game among various types of games, here the players who try to find
hidden objects or places by following a series of clues. Various civil engineering tools and
items were hidden by organizers and asked the participants to find the items.
4. Too Short:
Organizing committee have prepared a 30 minutes video. Based on the video, questions were
arised to the participants. This event was quiet interesting among the participants.
5. IPL Auction:
Each team is assigned a specific budget to make their bids on players. The players who are going
under the bidding process have to set a base price which will be the beginning price for the
auctioneers. Based on the bidding atlast winning team will be selected.

6. Quiz
Quiz is a form of game or mind sport, in which the players (as individuals or in teams) attempt to
answer questions correctly. It is a game to test their knowledge about a certain subject. Various
questions were prepared and asked the students to gain the knowledge in the field of civil engineering.

7. Meme Contest
To improve the creativity power among the students, Meme contest has been organized. Students were
created many memes according to new trends it was enjoyed by the participans as well as audience.
8. C Draw
Inorder to make awareness among the students cadd contest (C draw) has been conducted. The plans
are given and asked the participants to draw the same in software within stipulated time.

9. Debate

Debate is a process that involves formal discussion on a particular topic. In a debate, opposing arguments
were put forward to argue for opposing viewpoints. This event makes more modern thinking among the
audience and participants. The topics were given for two teams and debate has been conducted.

Validictory function:
Medals and certificates were issued to the winners and participants for various events.
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